synapse

The uncertainties surrounding graduate programs
from the students vantage
point have become legendary
in American education. Most
graduate programs at their
best resemble medical education before the reforms of the
1920's and 1930's and at their
worst are unbelievable. After
the recently released studies of
the effectiveness of graduate
programs on the Berkeley
campus (where 97 & of students in the French Ph.D. digram were droDDine out o tie
program); Wally Mi»ray,
Jim Orr and myself requested
and quickly received permission from Dean Harper to survey the effectiveness of UCSF
graduate programs. Our goals
were to determine the actual
time needed to receive degrees
in the various programs, the
percentage of students who
receive degrees, and the apparent reasons for withdrawal
from programs.
The Graduate Student Association plans to incorporate
this data into an informational
pamphlet apprising new students of opportunities and
difficulties they may encounter
during their studies on this
campus. All files of graduate
students from 1960 to the
present were examined. The
tabulated data includes all
graduate programs except the
graduate nursing M.S. program which is highly atypical
in that virtually all students
receive their degree after three
quarters on campus.
Conclusions:
1. Effectiveness of programs Using a variety of indicators such as graduate student years per Ph.D. produced,
actual time of study for degrees granted, and withdrawal
rates; only two of the programs can be regarded as effective from a students point of
view. These are the Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Biochemistry programs. In these
programs a high percentage of
the entering students receive
the Ph.D. degree (72 and 64%
respectively), the withdrawal
rates arelow(around 15%f0r
both), and those students who
withdraw, do so rapidly. It is
also of interest that these programs have, on the average,
some of the youngest students.
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this average has changed little
over the last ten years, there
are wide variations among
programs suggesting fundamentally different selection
selection methods for students.
Currently students entering
Ph.D. programs in Biochemistry are 25.7 years, in Psychology 30.9 years, and in the History of Health Sciences - 33.2
years. Some departments seem
to require, in practice, several
years of employment after the
B.A. or B.S. degree. This
trend is more noticeable in the
social sciences.
3. Admission to graduate
programs. There seems to be
no rhyme nor reason to the
selection procedures in the
various programs; however, a
fair academic record at a
large, well-known university
carries more weight than
straight A's at a small college.
Test scores, such as the Graduate
Record Examinations,
appear to carry little weight in
the absence of other positive
indicators. In general, the best
way to get into a program
appears to have reasonably
good grades during final undergraduate year, then make
certain that letters ofreference
comment on your enthusiasm
and pleasant personality.
4. Reasons for withdrawal
from programs. Academic performance is only rarely a cause
of withdrawal. While the
school records do not specify
other reasons for withdrawal,
former students who we were
able to contact most frequently
mentioned
discouragement
over lengthy research projects
and conflict with faculty members as the principle reasons
for dropping out. There is often a strong feeling that some
members consider
faculty
graduate students only as a
source of cheap labor.
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UCSF Graduate School:
Statistical Data on 1960 to 1971

Department

Rank

1

Pharmaceutial
Chemistry
Biochemistry

1 ®* 4

3

Dentistry-M.S.
Comparitive

28.0

5
6
7

8

Pharmacology
and Toxicology
Pharmacology
Pathology
Anatomy
History of

9

for the degree. If a Ph.D. program requires an average of
5.5 years of study, then the
support should cover this total
time.
2. Early planning of research. Often students do not
start their thesis work until 18
months after entering the program. Then the time-wasting

difficulties

emerge. Many stu-

28.4

30.0
32.2
33.3

10
1 1
12

Endocrinology

34.8

Physiology
Oral Surgery
Microbiology

37.1

13
14

Nutrition

15

Biophysics
Oral Biology
Psychology

16
17

Sociology

dents have commented that litsurveys of potential
thesis topics and small pilot
experiments in the first year of
study would have saved time.
erature

In the remaining degree programs, only about one-third of
the students receive the Ph.D.
degree and about 40% of entering students leave with no degree.
2. Age\of students in programs. The departmental average of students entering a
Ph.D. program is 28.2 years
among current students. While
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Health Sciences

TEN-YEAR SURVEY
OF CAMPUS GRADUATE
PROGRAMS
by Loren Pickart,

-
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Recommendations: While
it is unlikely that the graduate
programs ever reach the low
withdrawal rates found in the
professional schools, some useful reforms could be implemented.
1. Financial support. All
student should be assured of
support or the availability of
loans during their time in a
program. These funds should
cover the actual time required

Editor-in- Chief

%

3. Realistic knowledge
the
programs
of
effectiveness.
The entering students should
have full knowledge of a programs effectiveness when entering. If only 35% of the entering student obtain their degree in a given department, the

40.0
43.5
50.0
50.0
60.0
63.2
80.0

student should have this
knowledge.
The current projection of
UCSF growth envisages an
increase in graduate student
enrollment from the present
411 to 1200 in a 5000 member
student body by 1980. Proper
reforms of graduate education
at this time may enable this
campus to escape the difficulties which so plague other
U.C. Campuses with large
graduate enrollments.
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GRADUATE
EDUCATION
AT UCSF
by Wally Murray,
President,
Graduate Students Association

"I'm beginning to get the feeling that Professor Dinkelhart
has overdone the holding pattern for his graduate students."

(This report is an attempt to describe in as
general a way as possible graduate education
on the San Francisco campus. Some of the
problems encountered here are of a sufficient
generality that I have borrowed ideas from a
number of sources including:'
"The Future of Graduate and Professional Education in the University", proceedings of the University of California
Twenty-Sixth All-University Faculty Conference, 1971.
Heiss, Anne, Challenges to Graduate
Schools', Jossey-Bass, Inc., San Francisco, 1970.
Jencks and Resiman, The Academic
Revolution, Doubleday and Co. Inc.,
New York, 1968.)

This rather depressing description of graduate students expressed by Dr. M. Mancall of
Stanford in '1969 probably does not fit the majority of graduate students on this campus.
But the high percentage of "dropouts" from
graduate programs might reflect an overall
~"
disillusionment of students with their graduate studies. As Anne Heiss puts it, 'graduate
education deals with know ledgein its dynamic state'- not only the acquisition of knowledge but the use of that knowledge in an active search for new knowledge. If a student
comes to graduate school only to find a continuation of the restraints and constrictions
he had as an undergraduate, he is apt to lose
the enthusiasm that persuaded him to apply
and enroll.

"Having worked toward the degree by
taking a requisite number of units, fulfilling specified requirements, achieving
a certain grade point average, passing
qualifying examinations, and writing an
often crushingly boring dissertation that
passes as an original contribution to
knowledge', the graduate student, his
imagination probably restricted and
dulled, his mind perhaps withered and

J
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:

By and large the requirements of each department can be generalized as follows: (1)
taking courses to broaden the student's
background ; (2) residency requirement; (3)
foreign llanguage* requirement; (4) pre-oral
or comprehensive examinations; (5) qualifying or oral exam; (6) research activities and (
7) dissertation. A discussion of each of these
follows:
continued/page 3
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There are a little over 400 students registered
in graduate academic programs. Over half of
these are graduate students or post master
students in nursing or nursing science (see
Synapse, Oct. 29, 1971, pg. 5). The remaining
200 students are spread over 17 separate
programs each having somewhat different
requirements. My discussion will be restricted to these 17 departments or programs and
200 students.

TERMINAL GROUPS 1

I
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Before an evaluation of graduate education
can be achieved an overview of graduate
education as it presently exists and an itemization of the "restraints and constrictions" a
student encounters in his quest for the PhD
should be discussed.

exhausted, his soul jaded, dreamless
and unwondering, his enthusiasm gone
with his youth, is suddenly transformed
by the magic of a degree into an educator charged with the responsibility of
imparting to those who come after him
the excitement of learning and a sense
of the high adventure in ideas. Often he
leads them no further than into the intricacies of the footnote."
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1) PLACEMENT IN A 'TERMINAL GROUP' SIGNIFIES THAT A STUDENT HAS ENDED HIS ACADEMIC CAREER AT UCSF AND
HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO A GROUP INDICATING EITHER THAT HE ATTAINED A DEGREE ('MASTERS' OR 'PH.D.') OR
THAT HE WITHDREW FROM A GRADUATE PROGRAM ('WITHDRAW').
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programs of study-course requirements
It seems logical and desirable for a facilty to
provide and require a series of courses designed to provide graduate students with the
basic knowledge around which subsequent
advanced seminars are built. However, on
this campus though the requirements are
there, the courses to fulfill them are not. The
courses recommended for graduate students
are designed for the professional students
and fulfillment of their requirements.
As an example, graduate students in Pharmaceutical Chemistry are required to take
courses in Pharmacology oriented toward
Pharmacy students. Students in Pharmacy
are interested in drugs as a means to treat
disease states, their clinical use, efficacy,
side effects, etc. Graduate students are interested in the mode of action of drugs, experimental evidence to prove the mode of action,
structure-activity relationships, etc. So the
question becomes: can both groups' requirements be reconciled in the same class? And
if not which groups' interests are to be sacrificed? This same situation extends to other
graduate programs and other professional
schools.

bilow

phot/sueln

One of the possible answers is to concurrently offer seminar classes, e.g. under a Special
Topics title, to graduate students which
would discuss those concepts pertinent to
graduate study. This idea is currently being
tried for some classes in the departments of
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Pharmacology
but is too early to determine their effectiveness.

Wally Murray,
GSA President

residency requirement
„t«v4li'vri So i>s.<iJ'bi«f.'.eis »c 1 .'<■•■■. •>■■■*■■■■■■
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"rubbing off process. At the same time the
faculty has a chance to rub elbows with the
student, evaluating his intellectual promise
over an extended period.

' are required to spend six
Graduate students
quarters on campus attending "regularly authorized exercises". The rationale-' for the
requirement is that by remaining near the
campus community students wil be near persons and facilities which contribute toward
their intellectual development —a sort of
J
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The problem with this rationale is that the
student is assumed to have a place to hang
his hat-to have space provided, be it living,

1
CONTINUING STUDENTS

DEPARTMENT

26

PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMISTRY

41

PHYSIOLOGY

10

PSYCHOLOGY

14

SOCIOLOGY

10

library or laboratory, in which to learn.
Though second year students sometimes
acquire these amenities, the first year student
in most cases has to play it by ear, studying
where he can in whatever way he can. Often"
he is beset by lacking of an area in which he
can informally discuss ideas with fellow students. In order to fulfill at least the intent behind the requirement these amenities should
be provided sometime during the first year.
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foreign language requirement
The departments of Anatomy, Biochemistry,
Endocrinology, History of the Health Sciences, Pathology, Pharmaceutical Chemistry,
Pharmacology and Sociology all require
some sort of foreign language requirement. It
usually consists of having a reading knowledge of one or more foreign languages
(French, German, Russian or computer programming). If one has had a foreign language
in his undergraduate background, the exams
usually present no problem. If one has had no
foreign language the problem is extremely
acute. Many students can recall spending |
valuable time in fitful preparation to acquire a
somewhat low level of proficiency. Not only
that, the skill acquired is often a one time affair, the student soon losing the ability the
next day.
The problem is all the more distressing wnen
one realizes the campus offers no foreign
language; one must commute to Berkeley or
try to attend the University of San Francisco
or San Francisco State College to take a formal course.

To us it seems a terrible waste to acquire a
skill that is transient. Departments should
either make courses more available, eliminate
continuedIpage 4
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continued from page 3
the requirement or substitute a skill more
readily attainable. In the latter case Biochemistry now accepts computer programming as
a foreign language and offers a course to fulfill the requirement.

pre-oral or
comprehensive examinations
These exams are given either during the time
a student is taking his courses or at the completion of a prescribed program of study.
They are intended to determine if a student
has not mastered the knowledae in hjs
field but also to test his ability to "put it all
together"-organize, relate, express himself
clearly and rationally. The tests are usually
written and they are evaluated by two or more
members of the faculty. They are a prerequisite to taking the oral exam.

oral exam
Up until this point the student has successfully taken courses, passed his pre-lims, acquired a research director and research topic, and passed his foreign language requirement-not necessarily in that order. Now he
lays it all on the line. He is required to "perform" for two to three hours before a committee of five faculty. Ideally, this should be a
time of immense satisfaction where a student
experiences a collegial interaction not attainable before. But often it turns into an inquisiton because students are not really informed beforehand as to the purpose, format
and scope of the exam. They have undoubtedly never experienced an oral defense of
their ideas, points of view or knowledge. By
advising their student beforehand that they
will be tested on their ideas rather than mechanical recall of facts research sponsors
might be able to alleviate some of the anguish of the oral.

research

The PhD by and large is a research degree. It
differs from other degrees in that a contribu-

Its' purpose is to

teach teach-

tion to the knowledge in a given discipline
must be shown. Heiss calls the PhDs the
"knowledge-producers"

E.F. Rosinski.
ing.

A general criticism of PhD programs is that
though their aim is to educate for research it
often results in training reasearch. Jencks
and Riesman in The Academic Revolution
point out that by over-emphasizing research
students are steered toward research careers
with an approved set of methods, skills and
techniques. The students are professionally
tuned but are not oriented toward thinking
innovatively about researchable problems in
their field.
Another problem with the research orientation of the PhD is that most graduate students in the "health sciences are aiming toward a teaching-research career and the research emphasis tends to obscure the teaching aspect. It is as if persons involved in making up a graduate program operate on the
theory that research demands rigorous exposure to theory and practice but that teaching
comes naturally. The PhD becomes so engrossed in discovering knowledge that he
learns almost nothing at all about imparting it
to others. It is generally felt that an intelligent, perceptive and educated person who
has achieved a certain mastery of a subject is
a priori quaMfied to teach it.

may observe themselves via video tape after
giving or leading a discussion.The School of
Dentistry also has a series of seminars on
teaching methods. And numerous departments, Pharmacology and Physiology are
examples, offer 300 series courses in the
teaching art.

Fortunately for graduate students on this
campus, there are a number of ways one can
acquire teaching experience. TheGraduate
Council recommends that graduate students
have three quarters of teaching experience in
the courses of preparing for the Ph'd degree.
But unfortunatelyrTJVe Teaching usually
comes during the first or second year a student is here. This is a time when the student
is just beginning to get acclimated to the
"system", has a certain amount of hesitation
and unsureness about what is desired in the
way of teaching and is interested primarily in
getting good grades in the classes he is attending. Consequently, he does not devote
the time usually necessary to become an-effective teacher.
-;*

Additionally, the School of Nursing has a
program in 'Microteaching' wherein students

,

,

The campus also often? a number of oppor-.
tunities for a graduate student to learn teaching skills. Health Sciences Education 220 A-B
was initiated this fall under the aegis of Dr.

tt is again unfortunate that graduate students do not have the opportunity to
take these courses before or even during the
However,

time they practice their teaching responsibilities.

the dissertation

.

After having passed the oral exam the student applies for candidacy, pays 25 cents, is
assigned a committee of three faculty
members; to serve on his research committee, finishes his research and begins to write
his thesis. To a person contemplating a research career the dissertation is one of the
more critical stages involving the opportunity
for a high degree of intellectualization as well
as a great deal of trauma. To those interested
primarily in teaching the dissertation represents nothing more than a requirement to be
fulfilled.
There are, therefore, a wide range of approches to the dissertation g"oing from complete independency to complete dependency
on the research advisor. The requirements of
the content of the thesis, however, is con*
stant: it must contain significant ideas, involve independent research and makes a valuable contribution to a given discipline.

This report has been an attempt to give an
overview and to try to bring into perspective
the requirements necessary for obtaining the
..uPhQc-dftgrae, Afl,evaluation,of $.<&,s,jHfcj,
graduate programs is behng
7»n
effort to give graduate students and faculty
engaged in graduate education an analysis of
the strengths and weaknesses of each department in the hopes this might lead to
stronger programs.

Interview with Alex Rocco

FIL

by Kathy Bramwell

Alex Rocco, who heads the
cast of "Wild Riders" and who
will play "Busby" Seigel in
"The Godfather" was in San
Francisco to discuss both roles.
When asked what it was
like to portray the character
Stick in "Wild Riders" Rocco
explained, "It was very difficult making the transition
from the character to myself
everyday when I left the set. I
was always grumpy. I'd try to
jump out of the character overnight but with someone like
Stick its very hard.
"It took seven weeks to
film "Riders" and after that
I'm really turned off to bikes. I
got hit by a car once and while
shooting a "Run For Y-our
Life" I had an accident on a
bike that could have been fatal. I'll, never do a bike movie
again." Rocco said.
"When talking about 'Riders* we're not talking about
'Love Story. This is a violent
film and the character of Stick
is a retarded guy with the mentality of a six year old. My
thoughts about the character
came from the character of
Lenny in 'Mice and Men. I
know people like this. I come

Alex Rocco

from a tough section in Boston and I knew guys who were
always getting themselves into
trouble. I tried to play Stick
like I saw these guys.
"The story is true. Two
Hells Angels did crusify a girl
in Miami and they were kicked
out of the state and they came
to California. Two-thirds of
the story is true. There were
alot of things in the film that '
could have been corrected, but
it did have a message and reality has to be told, I'm glad
that someone is telling people
what life is really like. I hope it
does well in San Francisce. I
really think that it is the best
thing that 1 have ever done.
However, I'm not the type to
go out and buy a ticket to it.
I'm terribly opposed to violence.
"You see I'm a member of
the Bahai faith and one of our
teachings is peace and nonviolence. It started over 100
years ago in Persia and teaches
the oneness of man. Instead of
many religions there are no
divisions, all is one. It has really guided and helped me to
grow and kick the habit of
dope and liquor. When things
got uncomfortable I didn't

know how to handle it so I'd
get crazy on something and
now through the faith I realize
these are tests of God. I was so
unproductive before, DUt now
I've liked what I've learned, it
is such a simple beautiful religion," Rocco explained.
Rocco has just completed
filming "The Godfather" last
month in New York. He plays
the part of Moe Green who is
really Busby Seigel. "You
know I even went to visit Columbo and that was the day he
was shot. I saw him get shot
and that was really scary. I
tested for the part three times
and was really pleased when I
got it. The pubicity for the film
is fantastic and to be on that
kind of a gravy train will really
help my career.
"I. have already received
two phone calls for future
work and they were because of
"The Godfather". I'd really
like to tell them look I can act,
but it certainly has opened
some doors for me. I couldn't
say anything bad about Brando. He should be nominated
for an award and given it for
his work in The Godfather.
You know no one has seen any
of the film. It is all so secretive
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Interview with Harold Harper,
Dean Graduate Division
Traditionally the graduate
school on this campus has existed as the stepchild of the
four professional schools. With
the forthcoming emergence of
the new School of Human
Biology, the scattered departments in the graduate devision
will coalesce into a single educational entity for the first
time according to Dr. Harold
A. Harper, the Dean of the
Graduate Division.
The most difficult task of
the new school, Dr. Harper
continued, is to choose the disciplines to emphasize in the
rapidly changing domains of
science and medicine. One
must attempt, to balance the
constant pressure for new departments and Ph. D. programs against the danger of a
diffusion of effort into too
many scattered fields for
UCSF to support effectively.
Only a few years ago what was
the esoteric playground of a
few fruit fly breeders has blossomed into the exciting field of
medical genetics.
Currently a new genetics
institute is being formed on the
campus to exploit the possibilities of this new discipline. At
the other end of the science
spectrum, the rapidly expanding social science departments
are seeking out areas of study
in which their specialized techniques can aid in the delivery
of medical care,,

:

low. The challenge will be to
build a new pattern for a graduate school and not to unconsciously fall into the old patterns of graduate education.
One possible plan for graduate students in the new
School of Human Biology
would have all graduate students take a certain set of core
courses. Thus a sociology student would have some knowledge of cell biology and the
biophysics students woujd
learn something of mass psychology. The goal of such a
program would be to give all
life science students areas of
common knowledge and minimize the extreme specialization so often found in graduate
programs.
In response to questions on
more mundane matter, Dr.
Harper suggested that the
withdrawal rate among graduate students might be lowered
by establishing a probationary
admission category. Because
undergraduate schools vary so
much in quality and grading
practices, the selection of
students on the basis of
past performance becomes
very difficult. At present the
Graduate Division must either
totally accept or reject an applicant. Since many graduate
schools are reducing enrollments and undergraduate enrollment in science courses,
after declining for several
Jj'yeirS> has turned sharply upsuch
~'' Wal"health science university" will
as Berkeley where the freshforce the graduate school into
man chemistry class doubled
new and innovative fields of
over last year; the competition
study since there are no old
in graduate schools may in'tried-andtested' models to folcreasotfurther. Dr. Harper said

Dr. Harold A Harper
Dean of Graduate Division

that hejs_vejx jrware of the

(drawbacks in the disliked

'Ph.D. oral exams. The student
can easily be made to look very
gobdor very bad by the committee; however, the real purpose ofthe oral exam is to preserve a wide variety of testing
methods. Too often, all graduate students get passing grades
in course work and the stu-

dent's real abilities are known
only by his research advisor. If
the emotional factors could be
reduced in this type of exam,
the test would be of value to
student by finding weaknesses
in his educational background,
backeround.
man of the Graduate Council,

commented that most departments were trying to reduce
the withdrawal rate by giving
all accepted graduate students
financial support. He also noted that some departments now
allow students to take specilaized courses such as computer programming in lieu of a
foreign language.
L. Pickart

awaiting trial on charges of
drug pushing when the policeman who busted him offers
one hudred kilos of superior
grass to sell in return for altered testimony. Officer Holland (Gene Hackman) wants
$10,000 for the sale; for the
remainder of the profits are
Cisco's to keep. Why the latter
accepts this challenge when he
has said that he wants to be rid
of the drug scene is never explicitly staged, so one must
surmise that it is undertaken in
a kind of Old West spirit of
danger. There is throughout
the tense suspicion that Hol-

nio Fargas as Buffalo must be
the definitive black queen, and
Gene Hackman, who is always
ineffectual, is a lot more effective at it here. Viva is always
Viva, and it is nice not to have
to endure an Andy Warhol
film to see her. Only Karen
Black as Cisco's girlfriend is
the less interesting for recreating a prior role—her lower lip
is still thrust at a painful angle
from her chin as it was in
"Five Easy Pieces" and one
expects her to call him "Bobbie" any time.
But it is Kristofferson who
is especially worthy of note.

"Dr. Burlchalter, the Chair-

MS

Aileen Andrus
If 'Tisco Pike", the latest
of the currently fashionable
movies to exploit "soft rock"
stars now at the Metro, sounds
like it ought to be a Western,
the viewer expecting one won't
be disappointed. From the first
scene of Kris Kristofferson as
Cisco strolling into town
(Venice, California serves as
the new Didge City) to the
final scene of his driving off on
an empty highway under a
bright sun, this engaging film
creates and satisfies a nostalgia
for that simpler time when a
villain was recognizable and
by

it even any still shots are
railabte for publicity. It's like
c old Hollywood I loved and
iat is not around anymore. I
ved it when they rolled out
ie red carpet for Joan CrawJrd. It sounds like a lot ofcrap
ut I used to love that sort of
:uff.
"How boririg it is now to
3 to Universal and find that
hen they need someone with a
lexican accent they consult an
BM machine. That's where
ie business is at I guess. I'm
ist sorry that I am late," Roc-3 said.

Before Rocco got into actg he was a bookie in Boston.
I was very degenerate. My
hole life was gambling so
uurally I got into booking,
s a kid I always wanted to be
hood because there was
"nothing glamorous about it.
hen I was sent to jail for a
:ar and that was the best
ling that ever happened to
really grew in prison. I
zed that I didn't want to
gangster and locked up all
y life. I thank God I went to
il because if I had not gone I
robably still would be in Bos'n and a top racket guy by
'is time. I would have never

SI

known the legitimate part of
life. I've been married ten
years now and its" a gas. I
never have to look over my
shoulder now. This is a much
nicer way to go and I like family life," Rocco said.
"Tony Curtis has now purchased the book 'We Only Kill
Each other', the life of Busby
Seigel and I'm going to be in
the Film. It's a long story how I
met Tony. The search was out
for a3l year old unknown Italian actor to play the Boston
Strangler. I was perfect for the
part and I even look like the
real strangler. They wanted me
to play the part but then Tony
got the part. He did a very
sweet thing. He called me to
say that he got the part but he
wanted me to accompany him
to Boston for 16 weeks as his
dialogue coach and he gave me
a part in the film as an Italian
detective. He even came to my
family's home on the weekends
to get the Italian mannerisms.
My family had the greatest
thrill to have Tony in their
home. Then when he bought
the Busby Seigel book he offered me the part of Busby's
right hand man. It should
make a hell of a film," Rocco
said.

"Cisco Pike" A Review
always met his just desserts.

Today, however, he is recognized not by the color of his
hat but by the color of his uniform which, if it is blue and
affixed with a silver badge,
advertises the wearer as a man
to be feared. Such simplicity is
of course unrealistic. But if the
corrupt cop is an unfair stereotype now it is no more so than
the noble sheriff was then.
Cisco, the hero (you can
tell by his bad posture), is

land is setting Cisco up for the
purpose of getting at his
clients.
The weekend of dealing is
chronicled with good humor
and suspense. The characters
of this oft displayed underworld are no less satisfying for
being familiar; in fact,
writer/director Bill L. Nor-:
ton's sure hand with this mil
ieu has drawn from each of his
actors a portrayal which defines the type for good. Anto-

His acting seems as unselfconscious and pleasant as his
much acclaimed songs which
make up the bulk of the soundtrack. His voice is enough
likeLeonard Cohen's to make
you think you were watching
"McCabe and Mrs. Miller" if
you keep your eyes closed. But
don't, because this low-key
movie is one of the year's
small joys. I can think of no
better way to celebrate the end
of mid-terms.
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reviewed by James Holloran
Can you guess the identity
of the famous American political leader described in the quotation below? The words are
Norman Mailer's and they
come from Miami and The
Siege of Chicago, his report on
the 1968 Presidential nominating conventions. Mailer observes our man at a press confer-
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ence:

"He still had no natural
touch with them (the press),
his half-smile while he listened
was unhappy, for it had nowhere to go but into a full
smile and his full smile was as
false as false teeth, a pure exercise of the will. You could all
but see the signal pass from his
brain to his jaw. "SMILE,"
said the signal, and so he
flashed his teeth in a painful
kind of joyous grimace which
spoke of some shrinkage in the
liver, or the gut, which he
would have to repair afterward
by other medicine than goodfellowship. (By winning the
Presidency, perhaps.) He always had the ability to violate

_■?»»_■
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ESALEN PROGRAMS ON BODY AMD ENERGY
ENERGY AWARENESS with Robert Nadeau
SUNDAYS, NOV. 7-14 7:30 TO 10:30 p.m.
U.C. MEDICAL CENTER, 3RD & PARNASSUS, S.F.
$6 PER PERSON PER INDIVIDUAL EVENING

STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION
BY PETER MELCHOIR
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 8 TO 10:30 p.m.

-

ON YOGA LECTURE & DEMONSTRATION
BOTH PROGRAMS: FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
FRANKLIN & GEARY STS., S.F. $3.00 GENERAL $200 STUDENT
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FREE BROCHURE, PHONE 771-1710

-

"Millhouse: A White Comedy"

M^>^>s^^v^^_ii_^?'

his own nature absolutely if
that happened to be necessary
to his will there had never
been anyone in American life
so resolutely phony as, nor
anyone so transcendentally
successful by such means —
small wonder that half the electorate had regarded him for
years as equal to a disease. But
he was less phony now, that
Earn money at
in spare or
was the miracle - he had moved
from a position of total ambimailing!
Do easy pleasant addressing
tion and abbreviation from his
special experience
own person
to a place
We supply everywhere he was halfway concilithing
ated with his own self. As he
spoke he kept going in and out
of focus, true one instant,
phony the next. .."
i If you haven't gotten it yet,
We have hundreds of people in all parts of the
here's a hint. It is the political
who undergoes vivisecfigure
country now earning the spare or full time
tion in a new film called Millmoney they need by helping us in our vast
house: A White Comedy. Millhouse (Richard Mil(l)hous(e)
ever-growing mailing program.
Nixon, get it) was shown at the
For Details send 25c (for postage & handling) and the
San Francisco Film Festival
coupon to:

-
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perfectly clear that Nixon has
been phony on many occasions; the reasons for the nickname "Tricky Dick" and the
question, "Would you buy a
used car from this man?" are
self-evident in the film. It still
embarrasses me when I see the
Checkers speech (even though
I've seen it four or five times).
I wait with nervous anticipation for the most shameless
moments (Will he really say
those things again?). The
Republican cloth coat bit; the
insinuation that Communist
are
sympathizers
lurking
about, trying to get him; the
shot of Patricia Nixon looking
brave; the final sudsy dissolution about the dog. And yet...
yet... I left the movie feeling
unsatisfied. In Millhouse I saw
Nixon the fraud, the phony
smiler, Nixon the persecuted,
Nixon the Boy Scout, Nixon
the self-righteous, Nixon the
pious; but where was Nixon

whether Richard Nicon really
is our President. Something's
missing.
dc Antonio would probably
say in his defense that his aim
is political satire, not balanced
biography. But to me, that is a
verbal cop-out; his satire has
become a cartoon, and stringing together of Nixon's worst
moments ( and when Nixon is
bad, he is very, very bad). It's
enjoyable on that level, and full
of Nixonlaughs, but we learn
nothing new about the man.
For a more serious attempt to
figure Nixon out, read Mailer,
or Nixon Agonistes by Gary (
Wills.
is
A last thought. Millhouse
a potential political weapon in
the next Presidential election.
It would be an ironic historical
note if this film, which uses
some of Nixon's own weapons
against him (see The Selling of
the President) contributed to
his defeat.

_
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Christmas Charter Flights
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r in lithe successful?
His success in
getting elected President is a
fact that can't be ignored. You
may deplore it or applaud it,
but you have to face it.
As an analogy, take a
quarterback in professional
football (Nixon would probably like this one). Suppose all
the sportswriters agree that
this particular quarterback
(call him Joey X.) can't run for
falling and can't throw the ball
more than ten yards, and, in
addition, his teammates don't
like him. Now suppose that I i
the championship game Joey
X. leads his team to an amazing upset victory. The quarterback himself makes no grat
plays, but is steady and moves
the ball. Now, if you are a
sportswriter reporting
the
game you can't just say: "Joey
X. is still a lousy quarterback," and let it go at that. To
be fair you should make an
allusion to Joey X.'s momentary success, even if you think
it is a fluke.
And that is what Millhouse
never does. I left wondering

POLITICAL MOVIE

BY JOEL KRAMER
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 8:00 TO10:30 p.m.

home

and began a run at the Presidio Theater shortly thereafter.
The movie, a cinematic illustration of some of Mailer's
prose, was produced and directed by Emile dc Antonio,
who also made Point of Order
(a documentary on Joseph
MacCarthy), Rush to Judgment (Kennedy's assassination), and In the Year of the
PigIn Millhouse, Nixon takes
his turn at being minced up by
old newsreels, TV tapes, and
interviews with colleagues, dc
Antonio has done a professional job; the choise of footage is
devastating, the editing sharp
and the resulting film is funny
and frightening..
All of the highlights (and
low points) of Nixon's career
are there. The Alger Hiss case,
the VicePresidential nomination in 1952, the Checkers
speech, the 1960 Presidential
Campaign, the "You won't
have Nixon to kick around
anymore" speech after the
1962 loss in the California
governor's race and so on. It is

I

APt.No«______ m

_B

October 26, 1971
Loren Pickart
Editor Synapse:
An interesting exhibit re-

garding that amazing woman, Gertrude Stein (t_74-1946), is on display in the
Lobby of Millberry Union. It
is one of the more appropriate exhibits recently held
there.
The Gertrude Stein exhibit
would be even more fitting
for our health profession
oriented campus if it included some of the details
of Gertrude Stein's career
as a medical student.
One of the most influential
women of our time, Gertrude Stein was born February 3, 1874, in Allegheny,

Pennsylvania, the daughter
of Daniel and Amelia
(Keyser) Stein. Coming early in her life with her family
to San Francisco, she lived
on McAllister Street, and
grew up in thebusy, hectic
and happy times of the
"Golden Nineties". In 1893,
she went to Radcliffe, and
studied under William
James, the physician-psychologist, and other Harvard "greats". In 1897 she
went as a medical student
to the Johns Hopkins Medical School in Baltimore,
just then coming into its
greatness. In her Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas
(1933), Gertrude Stein tells
how she enjoyed working
with the great anatomist,
Franklin P. Mall (1862-1917)
and how the renowned
William Osier (1849-1919),

,

,

and the brilliant surgeon,
William Halsted (1852-1922)
passed her on condition
that she never actually
practice medicine. She says
she didn't want to anyway.
It is not clear whether or
not she received an M.D.
degree.
The tedium of medical
practise was not for her:
she went to Paris and soon
was the center of the remarkable group of artists
and writers who have
meant so much to our time.
In stimulating and encouraging artists and writers to
do their best, Gertrude
Stein showed that rare
judgment which is the mark
itself of a great artist. She
died in Paris on July 27,
1946.
Chauncey D. Leake

,
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DIET WATCHERS

Did you gain weight during your vacation

or

today, november 5

Have you been chubby "all of your life"?
Either way

COLLECTIVE INVENTION, an evening of electronic and ragtime music, with
accompanying film, lights and environment. At People's Hall of Project
Artaud. 2800 Mariposa, admission $2, time 8:30 p.m. For further information call 864-8798.
C.A.L. FRIDAY NITE FILM "Shop on Main Street" at 7:30 p.m. in Steninger
Gymnasium, Millberry Union. Admission 75c students; $1 general.

JOIN

UCSF Diet Watchers group and be slim by the holiday seasonl! Two
meetings are held every Tuesday from noon to one o'clock and one until
two at 610 Parnassus in the seventhfloor auditorium. Bring your lunch.

-

Regislration lee $3 Weekly dues $2
For additional information call 387/DIET

NOON CONFERENCE, "Use and Abuse of Narcotics," Charles E. Becker, M.D.,
Director of Acute Detoxification Unit SFGH. 989-Moffitt.

-

PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
"The Jackal" (Chile). Shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
at the Pacific Film Theatre, University Art Museum, U.C. Berkeley Campus. Tickets 75c at the door.
THEATRE San Francisco State's mod-version of "Romeo and Juliet" in the
Creative Arts Little Theater at 8 p.m. tonite and tomorrow. At 19th and
Holloway Avenues. Phone 585-7174 for tickets from noon to four o'clock.

-

l\
j

ALL APPROVED CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

''m

Saturday, november 6

!■

-

PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
"Steamboat Bill Jr." Buster Keaton; silent with live
piano accompaniment. At Pacific Film Theatre, University Art Museum,
U.C. Berkeley campus. Shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets 75c at the
door.
DANCE
Classical Khmer Ballet of Cambodia. The all-women company of 50
dancers, singers, and musicians will perform religious and ritual dances.
At 8 p.m.. in Zellerbach Auditorium on the U.C. Berkeley campus. Tickets
necessary. Phone Berkeley C.A.L. 642-2561 or 642-3125.

-

The UC CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Millberry Women's
Lounge. Dr. Kahh Uyeyama will be guest speaker.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
-

Sunday, november 7

U.C. BERKELEY C.A.L. FILM PROGRAM
"Lola Montes" (1955), directed by
Max Ophuls; "Darling" (1965), directed by John Schlesinger. At 7 p.m.,
155 Dwinelle Hall. Tickets sold at the door for $1.25.
CONCERT THE REPERTORY CHORUS. James E. Cunningham, conductor.
Performing German Baroque music including Cantata No. 106 by J.S.
Bach and works by Heinrich Schutz. At 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall on the U.C.
Berkeley Campus. For tickets call C.A.L. at Berkeley 642-2561.

-

Monday, november 8

.

C.A.L. NOON LECTURE: Monday, Nov. 8 will be "Games People Play" Parts I &
,a<j.ln
Ulr.Theery.'and Prdottbe; In Mcd Sci Avid; free of charge.
On the U.C. Berkeley, Campus.
FILMS: "B'/2" from 7; 10:30 p.m., 155 Dwinelle Hall. Admission $5. Tickets at
door. Part of Extension Program (Fifth of eight on "Growth, Maturity,
and Self Awareness as Depicted in Film". Information 642-1064.
DANCE: Erik Hawkins Dance Company Lecture Demonstration. 8 p.m., Zellerbach Auditorium. Free.
POETRY READING
Yehuda Amichai, Regents' Professor of Hebrew and
Comparative Literature, and distinguished Israeli poet and novelist,
reading his poetry in English translation. 8:15 p.m., Alumni House. Free.

-

Thursday, november 11
ASIAN HEALTH CAUCUS general meeting at noon in the Women's Residence
Hall Lounge. All Asians associated with the Mcd Center are invited.

*

upcoming
be
ARTS BALL, ball of balls with 3 bands, singing, belly dancing, drinks will
well
served with free chips, Light show, people are asked to come
trodressed as there will be a fashion show at the evening's end, with
People's Hall of
at
p.m.
9
27
Saturday,
November
at
To
be
held
phies.
Project Artaud, 2800 Mariposa. For further information call 864-8798 or

776-4633.
November 15through DecemCenter, 55 Laguna. It
ber 3 at the
of the female form
consists of 20 black and white drawings, mostly
and 10 am. to 1
Hours are 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday
Sunday.
p.m. Friday and Saturday; the Center is closed
1,
feature the
NOVEMBER ART at Millberry Union, now through December will
by Duane Ewworks of George K. Fuller and "Time, Trees and Zippers"

will be displayed from
MARVIN MUND drawings
University of California Extension

cooperation with the Intercampus
COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND LECTURES, inpresent
pianist, Landon Young at
Cultural Exchange Committee, will
Auditorium. Young a UC
noon November 18 in the Medical Sciences
member, has been acclaimed
Santa Barbara Music Department faculty

continents as a pianist of rare musical distinction who

on three
facility.
displays a special musicallty combined with splendid technical
"Liberating
Women
&
LECTURE: C.A.L Noon lecture, Wednesday, Nov. 10 is
by critics

Men: What is to be Done?", Dr. Diane Ekman, Assistant Professor of
Sociology, Mills College, in Mcd Sci Aud.

of interest

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER will offer low-priced seating for
students at every performance throughout the 1971-72 season at the
Geary Theater. Any student qualifies for the three dollar tickets by simply presenting valid current student identification at the box office 15
minutes before curtain time. One student ID Card entitles the bearer to
two seats at the same discount price.

24th ST. COMPONENT SHOP

$22.50 MAXIMUM Labor
on all Stereo Components
Tapes, Color TV, Etc.
Large stock of quality used
components, all guaranteed.
FANTASTIC TRADE IN ALLOWANCE
foryour o>d equipment.
We take it even if it doesn't work!
Dealer for Sherwood, Dual, Shure etc.

-

Open 11 a.m. 7 p.m. mcl. Sun.

4001 24th St. 282-8000

j£j
: 1

DAY & NIGHT TV SERVICE CO.

FOR SALES St

R

MON.-SAT. 9 A.M. TO lO P.M.

«

• COLOR SPECIALIST •

"
Jj

-4794 MISSION ST.
SAN FR*N cl9co

REPAIRS

586-4985
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CAL JET CHARTERS...

Europe 1971-72

V'Don't be misled by lower prices,

investigate first! Fly with our reliable Charter group. Know the fact
your charter carrier before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown chan
.rairline
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UStltligS

< ....77. ....R0und trip Flights

•'

NO.

##9036,

(Round Trip)

9045

(Round Trip)

Oakiand/LA to London

_London to Oakland/i.A
Oakland/LA tfl"London

London to Oakland/LA

2
5#'900

••••*•••••••
(16 days)

A

J# 901
W

(16 days)

i# 902

(16 days)

•(#9057

(28 das)

™.

'
#*••••■
W,

From West Coast

•••••••.

To Europe Still Available

■
(36

days)

Lv. Oct 21,1971
Ret. Dec. 17, 1971
Lv. Nov. 14,1971
Ret Dec. 5, 1971

I.

London to Oakland! A

Oakland/LA. to London
London to Oakland/LA

Lv. Dec. 18,1971
Ret. Jan. 2,1972
Lv. Dec. 18
Ret. Jan. 2, 1971
Lv. Dec. 18
Ret. Jan. 2,1972
Lv. Dec. 5, 1971
Ret Jan. 2, 1972
Lv. Dec. IS 1971
Ret Jan. 23, 1972

•
f^h

•

„„,„,• ff
PRIW

A

(Britannia)

$2492

(Britannia)

$249 tAj

Christmas Flights for 1971-72
San Francisco toChicago
Chicago to San Francisco
Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
Amsterdam to LA/Oakland
Oakland to New York
New York to Oakland
Oakland/LA to London

•:

(Amer.

A.L)

W

™

•••••;«

Sli*9

A
249

*$13925A

(Saturn)
(TIA)
(Britannia)

$249^

(Brita

$249 A

a)

W

-Fall Winter One Ways from West Coast To Europe- >M

™;#904

•

(oneway)
(oneway)
(oneway)
(oneway)
(oneway)

#905
#906
#908

«#907
W
Fall

: • ■'■■ •
A #106
W_#lo7

•

Mj #108
(A

J.

Oakland/LA to London
Oakland/LA to ondorr
Oakland/LA to London
Oakland/LA to London

I

oaMan()

„

«',„,„„„„„

'.'

Lv. Nov. 13
Lv. Dec. 14
Lv. Dec. 16
Lv. Jan. 3
Lv. Jan. 23

(Britannia)
(Britannia)
(Britannia)
(Britannia)

(Bntanma)

(oneway)
(oneway)

(oneway)

London to Oakland/LA

•gg

BS.

iDinannia)

$165fW
$165

Lv.Jan. 2

(Britannia)

£
$149?

Winter, Spring & Summer 1972

a

London to Oakland/LA

**

Ei,

All fares include U.S. Federal Tax & departure tax where applicable, and an
administrative fee of $4- per person. These fares are based on a pre-rate share
of the total charter cost and are subject to an increase or decrease depending
5, .'on .he actual number of participants on each individual flight. These charter
flights are available only to students, employees, staff, faculty & extension students of the University of California and members of their immediate families.
Tnerea,e N0 MEMBERSHIP FEES
All flights via certificated aidlnes flying jet equipment. Complimentary meala
jj and beverages served in flight.
for Application Further Information write;
S_,
UJ

•|2

9°
•i_

••»• - -

$149J

(Britannia)

A complete schedule of round trip flights Oakland / LA to Europe and one
flights to and from Europe up until October 1972 is available upon request.
nound ,r ) ra,es ™ low J24900. One way rate as low as $149.00. Write for
schedule and application now for space is limited.

'

$1490

Lv. Dec. 18
Lv. Jan. 2

London to Oakland/LA

»

2150 GreenStreet
»'
San Francisco, California 94123

„c.l<Ar..cd.,«l«
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not necessarily thoseof theeditorial staff.
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FAN LETTERS

2 blocks

October 20, 1971
Dear Mr. President and
Members of the ASUC:
For a long time I've been
thinking of the ASUC, the
fees students pay, and the
services that are rendered. I
concluded that it was
grossly unjust. You, Mr.
President, put it so aptly
when you said, "Student
government has in the past,
often through no fault of its
own, become an organization that benefits the officers rather than the constituents it represents". This is
especially true, for those
students who are not
around the campus most of
the time, such as third year
medical students.

)

What can be done about
this inequity? There are
many solutions to the problem; some of which you
indicated in your article.
However, I think the following proposal would be a
more realistic solution.

)I

I propose that the ASUC
become a voluntary organization, if the student
membership so wishes.

eg) clAssiFied
Synapse, serving the entire UCSF campus community
and affiliated hospitals Is published weekly by the

Associated Students.

transportation/travel
Do you commute from Sausalito?
Interested in a special commute
bus directly to the U.C. medical
center At present, the Marin
Commuter Club Bus Special services Sausalitians with a direct
route to the U.C. campus, but the
bus stops on US 101 at Spencer
Aye., instead of downtown Sausalito. The bus will make a stop on
Bridgeway in downtown Sausalito
if enough people are interested. If
you prefer a downtown Sausalito
route or if you want more information, please phone Suellen at extension 2211 or Bryan Chapman in
the Chancellor's office.

•
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typing and editing
MANUSCRIPT: EDITING: CORRES-

PONSENCE. Reliable, accurate, fast.
Call Pamela; x-2541.
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ONE WAY

PROGRESS
HOMEWARE

1W5125

Flights to Israel, Orient & within Europe
E SEP Educational Student ExchangeProgram

1251 Third Avenue
at Hugo

PHONE 415/826 4217
988 CORBETT AYE. SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94131
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E.S.C.P.
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STAR PHOTO SERVICE
'Cameras

JUM,

- Film

616 IRVING

Hardware * Paint * Glass

Developing

* Plumbing Supplies *

I 724 IRVING STREET

611-2445

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

10% DISCOUNT
with this ad
Offer expires in 30 days

3319 ravTOQ STREET
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Watural Jnfa

New Age is a complete old-fashioned grocery store. We sell the safest, most nutri- . j
tious, best tasting naturally grown food available anywhere. Our pure food f
standards helped give birth to the natural food movement and continue to lead 1
the industry. You won't find one synthetic additive in the store. Watch us grind C
your organically grown Deaf Smith County whole grain flour in our own stone mills. I

\

NATURAL FOODS FOR THE INTERNAL REVOLUTION
1326-NINTHAVENUE
260 CALIFORNIA
SAW FRANCISCO, CA ZIP 94122 PAIOAITO.CAZIPM3O6
7 DAYS 10 TILL 6:30

organic
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TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS TILL 8

(tMM Master
- now ______HI
life more
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I

MERCHANTS

564*2144

329-0551
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AMPLE PARKING

Charge makes

convenient..,

for University of California
Med. Center Students j

AQE

PRINT FULL NAME

NO. OF DEPENDENTS
INCLUDING SPOUSE

NAME OF SPOUSE

A
k2S
.t
PHONE

DRIVERS LICENSE
STATE AND NO.

CITY

PERMANENT ADDRESS

ZIP

STATE

CITY

LOCAL ADDRESS

Classified Ad Weekly Rates: Cost is $1.00 for three
lines. $1.00 minimum. Each additional line or
fraction of a line is 20 cents. Ads are payable by
cash or check in advance only.
Word Count: Figure 30 units for the first line and 34
units for each additional line. The first word of
the ad should be in all CAPITAL letters. Each letter, space between words, punctuation mark, or
symbol counts as one unit.
Deadline: Ads should be typed and either mailed or
hand delivered with payment to Synapse, c/o
Millberry Union Central Desk, University of California, San Francisco, California 94122. Sorry, no
ads over the phone. We reserve the right to edit
or reject any ad which may jeopardize our existence.
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Free Delivery
Open Sunday

E5T.1963
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ing would be mandatory
for all students (this might
by
be accomplished
having ballots required for
completion of registration).
The ballot would contain
three alternatives: voluntary; compulsory; no opinion. It would require 58
percent of these responding to the first two alternatives for the organization
to become voluntary.
There would be ample
space for the ASUC to indicate how the ASUC allocates its money, and the
services it provides. This I—
would provide you an opportunity to educate the
studynts as you stated in
the Synapse. Also, a voluntary organization would
have more flexibility in the, jJL
type of projects it undeflK
takes, which was another \
/
desire you spoke of. Mo1
many
would
free
reover, it
of us from having to fi- I
nance an organization in
which we don't believe.
Thenumber of expressing
'no opinion" would indicate the number of or the
amount of apathy toward
student government. I hope
I
the justice of the proposal
will speak more eloquently
than this letter, and that
you will try to initiate such
a vote.
Sincerely,
Thomas Murphy
Mcd 111

preciate it if you published it. Also,
comments should be sent to ASUC
office. Perhaps, one of you readers
might have a better solution. It
would also indicate the amount of
support for the proposal.
Thomas Murphy

-

J4-P
Ew

from campus

The wishes of the memDear Synapse,
bership would be deterThis is a copy of a letter which I
mined by vote. The ballotsent to Gary Hubiak. I would ap-

November 5,1971

ZIP

STATE
PRESENT EMPLOYMENT

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT
SCHOOL

'

ANODEPARTMENT

DATE DEGREE

DEGREE
PURSUED

SOCIAL SECURITY
NO.

EXPECTED

MONTHLY SALARY

SPOUSES EMPLOYER
"RANCH

NAME OF YOUR BANK

TYPES OF
ACCOUNTS

_
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rentals
APARTMENTS, HOUSES, SHARE
RENTALS, ROOMS AND FLATS are
listed in the off campus housing file
(available to.students, faculty and
staff) in the Housing Office located
in Millberrv Union

HOUSE to share with single person. Bernal Heights. View. Quiet
neighborhood, own room, no pets.
$85. utilities included. 282-6000 or
826-3806. Leave message.

employment
WANTED: Male studc it to do window-washing and other cleaning in
my home at your convenience. Call
Mrs. Marie Askins 681-8222.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF NEAREST
RELATIVE NOT LIVING WITH YOU
CREDIT REFERENCES

LOANS, CREDIT CARDS, ETC.

ISSUE ADDITIONAL MASTER
CHARGE CARD TO MY SPOUSE
YES
n un

n

_

'

I

__

I SIGNATURE
CUT OUT
»MB MAIL
to this office

_

_

O WOO
CREDIT LIMIT REQUESTED:
D *200
D MOO
CREDIT
THE ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE SUBMITTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING CREDIT
ANO ARE CERTIFIED TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT. AGREE THAT USUAL
INQUIRIES MAY BE MADE TO VERIFY STATEMENTS.
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—«_>-»"WELLS FARGO BANK
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

7M IRVING ST. 045 SAM FRANCIBCO. CA. lIIM
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